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Enhanced electric conductivity at ferroelectric
vortex cores in BiFeO3
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Topological defects in ferroic materials are attracting much attention both as a playground of unique physical phenomena
and for potential applications in reconfigurable electronic devices. Here, we explore electronic transport at artificially created
ferroelectric vortices in BiFeO3 thin films. The creation of one-dimensional conductive channels activated at voltages as low
as 1 V is demonstrated. We study the electronic as well as the static and dynamic polarization structure of several topological
defects using a combination of first-principles and phase-field modelling. The modelling predicts that the core structure can
undergo a reversible transformation into a metastable twist structure, extending charged domain walls segments through
the film thickness. The vortex core is therefore a dynamic conductor controlled by the coupled response of polarization and
electron–mobile-vacancy subsystems with external bias. This controlled creation of conductive one-dimensional channels
suggests a pathway for the design and implementation of integrated oxide electronic devices based on domain patterning.

Topological defects1 in condensed matter offer a powerful
paradigm for nanoscale-device engineering owing to the
combination of unique physical properties and the capability

for their manipulation by external magnetic, electric, or strain fields
without disruption of the host lattice2. Examples include vortices
in superconductors3, defects in topological insulators4, and domain
walls in ferroics. The numerous examples of novel functionalities at
the domain walls enabled by stabilization of a high-symmetry phase
and order-parameter coupling5 include domainwall ferroelectricity
in paraelectric materials6–8, enhanced electronic conductivity9–11,
magnetoelectric coupling12, magnetic phase transitions13, and ionic
phenomena14. This potentially facilitates a broad spectrum of
reconfigurable magnetoelectric, optoelectonic, and strain-coupled
memory and logic devices through domain engineering.

All experimental and virtually all theoretical studies so far
explore the properties of 2D topological defects, such as ferroic
domain walls. At the same time, implementation in electronic
devices requires the capability to create and modify 1D conductive
objects, effectively creating ‘wiring’ in functional devices. The
existence of 1D topological defects, namely vortices, have been
reported in ferroelectric systems and has led to a number of
experimental15–18 and theoretical efforts19–23 aimed at visualizing
these defects and probing their properties. Most recent studies
confirm the existence of vortices or flux-closure domains in
ferroelectrics through direct imaging using transmission electron
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microscopy24–26. In all these reports, the vortices have been observed
in ferroelectric nanostructures, in as-grown thin films or single
crystals. Here, we report on the controlled creation and probing
of the electronic properties of 1D topological defects. Specifically,
we explore the physical properties of artificially engineered domain
junctions forming vortex or antivortex states in 50 nm (001)-
oriented multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) thin films by local current
detection using scanning probe microscopy (SPM), and decipher
the associated mesoscopic and atomistic conduction mechanisms
to establish the origins of vortex conduction.

Creation and transport measurements of vortex structures
In this study, the vortex state denotes the centre of a closure
domain formed by the in-plane polarization components of four
ferroelectric domains which are aligned head-to-tail, and can
formally be described by a planar spin configuration with a winding
number of +1. The antivortex is defined as a domain arrangement
where the in-plane polarization components point towards and
away from each other, forming a point at the four-domain junction
(winding number −1). Here, vortex domain patterns were created
by applying −9V to the SPM tip during a specific tip motion, as
described previously27. A negative switching voltage was chosen to
switch the out-of-plane domain orientation from down to up to
eliminate the displacement current contribution from out-of-plane
domain switching28. Subsequent current measurements were
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Figure 1 | Electronic properties of topological defects in ferroelectrics. a, In-plane PFM image of vortex domain structure. b, c-AFM image at 2 Vdc,
showing enhanced conductivity at the vortex core. c, Vortex after c-AFM shows no change in domain structure. The orientation of the SPM tip is indicated
in a and points along the [110] direction. d, Extracted line from the c-AFM image indicated in b. e, I–V curves measured with a stationary tip in the vortex
centre (black) and at a 71◦ domain wall (red).

performed with positive voltages applied to the bottom electrode.
The topological defects were created along a line between two
different stripe-like domain patterns and consisted of an alternating
arrangement of vortex and antivortex domain structures. The
in-plane piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) images of a vortex
domain structure are shown in Fig. 1a. The indicated domain orien-
tations were unambiguously established by in-plane PFM imaging
after 90◦ sample rotation (see Supplementary Information).

To characterize the local electronic properties of the vortex,
we employed conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM)
imaging and single-point I–V measurements. Figure 1b shows
the c-AFM image recorded at 2 Vdc bias immediately after
vortex formation. Note that the vortex core exhibits significant
conductivity compared with the surrounding surface. The in-plane
PFM image after c-AFM in Fig. 1c confirms that the domain pattern
was not irreversibly changed during the current measurement.
We further note that application of higher voltages often leads to
reconstruction of the domain structure (despite the fact that the
field is applied nominally in the non-switching direction), either in
the vicinity of a topological defect, or over the mesoscopic region of
the sample surface. Figure 1d shows a line scan through the current
maximum in the vortex core. After the c-AFM image, local I–V
curves were measured with a stationary tip placed over the vortex
core. The voltage was swept between 0 and 2V (applied to the
bottom electrode) at a rate of 1 V s−1 and shows a strong current
increase for these low voltages (Fig. 1e). In comparison, if the I–V
curves are measured on one of the 71◦ domain walls surrounding
the vortex, the measured current is much smaller, as shown in
Fig. 1e.Notably, the I–V curve at the vortex core exhibits significant
hysteresis and visible conductivity jumps. Thus, the four domain
junctions exhibit a higher conductivity, with significant conduction
observed above ∼1V bias, as compared with >3V at the domain

wall. The I–V curve shown is reproducible if the voltages are kept
low (<2V) and has been measured at several vortex and antivortex
cores. There does not seem to be a different conduction behaviour
for vortex or antivortex domain configurations.

Application of higher bias (>2V) during c-AFM or I–V
measurements often leads to a reconstruction of domain structure.
As an example, Fig. 2a shows the in-plane PFM image of an
antivortex after application of higher bias, clearly demonstrating
the induced domain twist at the topological defect. In this case, the
c-AFM image measured with 2Vdc shows enhanced conductivity
as well (Fig. 2b,d). Note that the measured current is of the same
order of magnitude as the one measured for the vortex structure
in Fig. 1. Interestingly, the antivortex is restored after the c-AFM
image (Fig. 2c) and a second c-AFM scan at 2 Vdc does not show
any enhanced conductivity at the core. The observations fromFigs 1
and 2 suggest that the localized conductivity at the vortex and
antivortex cores arises from a unique response of the polarization
structure at the vortex core to the applied electric field. For lower
voltages, this response is reversible, whereas at higher voltages
a static domain structure reconstruction is induced. The small
remnant reconstructions (for intermediate pulses) can be reversed
by low voltage pulses of opposite polarity. At the same time, higher
voltages result in large-scale changes of domain structure that can
generally not be reversed by a bias pulse and require fabrication of
another vortex (Supplementary Information).

High-resolution imaging of vortex structures
To obtain further insight into the twisted domain structure and
the possible origin of enhanced conductivity, we employed high-
resolution PFM imaging using band excitation resonance-enhanced
in-plane and out-of-plane PFM (ref. 29). The flexural (out-of-
plane) and torsional (in-plane) contact resonance frequencies of the
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Figure 2 | Changes of the domain structure during measurement of the electronic properties of topological defects. a, In-plane PFM image showing a
domain twist at an antivortex core. b, c-AFM image measured at 2 Vdc showing enhanced conductivity. c, In-plane PFM image after c-AFM shows a
reconstruction of the antivortex domain structure. The orientation of the SPM tip is indicated in a and points along the [110] direction. d, Extracted line scan
from b along the indicated line.

cantilever were determined as 350 kHz and 700 kHz, respectively.
Figure 3a,b shows the conventional in-plane PFM images (mixed
PFM signal) measured at 30 kHz before and after a domain twist
was induced at a vortex core. The on-resonance PFM images have
the advantage of higher signal-to-noise ratios and are shown in
Fig. 3c–f, separated into PFM amplitude and phase images for in-
plane and out-of-plane. The on-resonance in-plane PFM amplitude
(Fig. 3c) clearly shows the bending of the domain wall at the twist
and the in-plane PFM phase (Fig. 3d) shows that the domain twist
consists of in-plane polarization components that point towards
each other, thus forming charged domain walls. The out-of-plane
PFM amplitude and phase close to the resonance are shown
in Fig. 3e,f. The out-of-plane PFM phase image reveals that the
out-of-plane polarization component has switched from up (dark)
to down (bright). This effect is barely visible in the conventional
out-of-plane PFM image recorded at 30 kHz. This feature has
been observed for other induced domain twists as well. Note the
electrical fields used to perform c-AFMand I–V curves are pointing
upwards, thus, the remnant out-of-plane polarization component
switches against the externally applied field once in the field-off
state. This behaviour is reminiscent of the domain back-switching
in PFM writing experiments30,31 and suggests dynamics controlled
by relaxing surface or bulk screening charges, as discussed below.

Electronic structure of vortex cores
To explore the structural and electronic properties at the vortex
core, their behaviour was studied using a combination of
first-principles methods and phase-field modelling. Effective

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo simulations of vortex states in BFO
nanodots32 predict the distinct reduction of electric dipoles and
oxygen octahedra tilt at the vortex centre compared with bulk BFO,
with the magnitude of electric dipoles and oxygen octahedra tilts
decreased by 7% and 2%, respectively, compared with the bulk.
To determine the effect of these structural changes on electronic
structure, the density of states (DOS) of bulk BFO was calculated
within density functional theory (DFT) for three different cases.
Case (1) corresponds to the ground-state R3c structure of BFO,
as predicted by the effective Hamiltonian. Case (2) differs from
case (1) by reducing the magnitude of the electric dipoles and
oxygen octahedra tilts by 7% and 2%, respectively. Finally, case (3)
corresponds to the cubic Pm3̄m ideal structure (for which neither
polarization nor oxygen octahedral tilting exist). These DOS are
shown in Fig. 4 and show a downward shift of the conduction
band edge by about 0.173 eV when going from case (1) to case
(2), indicating the predicted decrease of magnitude of the electric
dipoles and oxygen octahedra tilting near the vortex core is not
sufficient to explain the experimentally enhanced conductivity.
Interestingly, Fig. 4 also reveals that a significant decrease in the
bandgap (by nearly 1.6 eV) is predicted to occur when going from
the R3c ground-state structure to the cubic paraelectric state of
BFO, that is, when polarization and oxygen octahedral tilting
vanish33. To establish the relative roles of the dipole moments and
oxygen tilts towards bandgap modification, further calculations
were performed wherein these contributions were investigated
independently in the original BFO rhombohedral R3c structure.
Both cases lead to a bandgap reduction, but the structure without
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Figure 3 |High resolution imaging of the observed domain wall twist. a, Conventional in-plane PFM image of vortex domain structure. b, Vortex with
induced domain twist. c,d, In-plane PFM amplitude and phase measured at high frequencies close to the in-plane contact resonance of the cantilever.
e,f, Out-of-plane PFM amplitude and phase measured at high frequencies close to the out-of-plane contact resonance of the cantilever. The orientation of
the SPM tip is indicated in a and points along the [110] direction.

oxygen octahedra tilts had a narrower bandgap (1.17 eV) than
the structure without dipole moments (1.42 eV) (in comparison
R3c BFO has a band-gap of 1.906 eV). We further note that these
symmetry-induced effects are also likely to be active around other
topological defects.

Phase-field modelling of topological defects
To explore the mesoscopic phenomena at the vortex core, the
polarization, electric and elastic field distribution at the static
vortex core and their evolution during switching were studied
using phase-field modelling. The static domain structure and
associated electric field, potential, and strain are shown in Fig. 5.
Note the vortex core is associated with significant tensile strain,
as expected for a disclination centre, and has a high electrostatic
potential. The electric field trace (6Ei), strain (6sii) and stress
(6σii) tensor traces, volume expansion energy (β̃V

jk σjk) and potential
on different defect types (vortex, antivortex, domain wall, and
domain) are summarized in Table 1. The evolution of these
parameters with applied tip bias is summarized in Supplementary
Information. In particular, we note that strain at the vortex core
is almost independent of bias. We note that very similar values
can be obtained by assuming zero polarization at the vortex core,
uij(r)∼Qijkl(Pk(r)Pl(r)−PS

kP
S
l ), where u

max
22 =Q12P2

S ∼−0.016 and
Q11 ∼ 0.032m4 C−2, Q12 ∼ −0.016m4 C−2 is the electrostriction
tensor, Pk(r) is the polarization vector, and PS

k ∼ 1Cm−2 is the
spontaneous polarization far from the BFOdomainwall.

The phase-field results allow us to estimate the extent of electron,
hole, and vacancy accumulation at the topological defects. In
this, we note that phase-field results provide the lowest energy
state achieved through polarization relaxation only for defined
electrical and mechanical boundary conditions. In the presence of
electron and vacancy mobility, the vacancy/electron accumulation
will further change the concentration and electroelastic field
distributions, necessitating self-consistent modelling. However, the
tendency for preferred segregation and spatial geometry of active
regions can be estimated from the phase-field data.

To estimate the oxygen vacancy segregation and electron/hole
accumulation, we note that in thermodynamic equilibrium
N+V (r) = N+V 0 exp((β̃

V
jk σjk(r)/ρ−eϕ(r))/kBT ) and n(r) = n0

exp(eϕ(r)/kBT ), where kB= 1.3807×10−23 J K−1, T is the absolute
temperature, ϕ(r) is the electric potential, e is elementary charge,
σkl(r) is the stress tensor, β̃V

ij ≈ 0.23 is the Vegard expansion
stress tensor for vacancies, ρ = 8.055× 1028 is the number of
atoms per unit volume in the material, and N+V 0 is the vacancy
concentration far from the ferroelectric/ferroelastic wall. From
these estimates, the vacancy accumulation at the vortex core,
N+V (r)/N

+

V 0 = exp(ES(r)/kBT ), where ES(r)= β̃V
jk σjk(r)/ρ− eϕ(r),

can be�104, with the primary contribution stemming from elec-
trostatic free energy and compositional strain (see Supplementary
Information). We note that the vortex core (on average) shows a
strong propensity for vacancy segregation driven by elastic fields.
At the same time, antivortices are prone to hole segregation. Hence,
the static conductive properties of vortices and antivortices are
expected to be different.

Dynamic polarization behaviour at vortex cores
We further explored the evolution of domain structures and
potential and electroelastic fields at the defect cores with the
probe bias, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Note that for the vortex and
domain wall the dominant mode of evolution was the twist of
the in-plane polarization component, in agreement with previous
studies27. For the antivortex, domain wall twists dominate at lower
bias, whereas at sufficiently high bias the evolution becomes more
complex. The switching dynamics can be parameterized by the
voltage dependence of the average (through thickness) polarization,
as shown in Fig. 6e. The strain evolution in Fig. 6f suggests that
the disclination centre at the vortex core remains almost invariant
with respect to bias. Also note that whereas electric potential can be
screened by motion of low-mobility electrons and holes along the
deep trap levels, the elastic fields can be screened only by vacancy
redistribution. Finally, Fig. 6g illustrates the evolution of the average
potential as a function of tip bias. The low effective susceptibilities
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Figure 4 |DFT calculation of the electronic structure at the vortex. Comparison of the calculated density of states for a, ground-state R3c structure,
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(potential at the core versus applied potential) at the vortex and
antivortex cores are the result of effective screening by polarization
redistribution and the formation of charged domain walls. These

charged walls, spanning the thickness of the sample, provide the
conduction channels34 and are relatively insensitive to the details
of the carrier segregation mechanism.
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Table 1 | Electroelastic fields at the topological defects.

6Ei (V m−1) 6sii (%) 6σii (N m−2) β̃Vjkσjk (eV) Potential (eV)

Vortex (m) 3.37× 108 1.55 9.75× 109 0.174 0.36
Vortex (a) 3.90× 107 1.42 8.87× 109 0.159 0.08
Antivortex (m) −2.60× 108 0.70 4.35× 109 0.078 −1.00
Antivortex (a) −4.93× 107

−0.05 −2.92× 108
−0.005 −0.31

Domain wall (m) 4.16× 107 0.35 2.17× 109 0.039 0.17
Domain wall (a) 4.07× 107 0.18 1.11× 109 0.020 0.04
Domain (a) 8.× 106 0.02 1.25× 108 0.002 0.01

6Ei electric field trace,6sii strain tensor trace,6σii stress tensor trace, β̃V
jk σjk volume expansion energy with Vegard tensor β̃V

jk . Shown are maximum (m) and averaged (a) values.
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We note that the universal aspect of the phase-field modelling is
the twist of the domain walls and vortex core in the tip field27. The
twist of the vortex core in modelling agrees well with the following
experimental observations: (1) the c-AFM scan over the vortex
structure shows localized conduction at the vortex core (Fig. 1b);
(2) the conductive image over the twisted domain structure reveals
a similarly looking localized conductivity (Fig. 2b) with comparable
currents (compare Figs 1d and 2d); (3) a rescan after (2) shows
that the vortex has been restored (Fig. 2c); (4) finally, current
measurements of the vortex structure sometimes do not reveal
enhanced conductivity; but in these cases the rescan does not show
the formation of the twist.

Briefly, we discuss the origins of the enhanced conductivity of
the defect cores. We note that at the static vortex, the symmetry
enhancement leads to band gap lowering (similar to domain
walls35), estimated here to be ∼60–170meV. The full relaxation
of polarization in the phase-field models predicts the presence
of the disclination centre (strain 0.015), favouring segregation
of oxygen vacancies at the vortex cores. However, the static
conductivity of the vortex and antivortex cores is expected to
be different owing to the opposite (unscreened) potentials. At
the same time, application of the electric bias leads to the

twist of the defect cores and the formation of charged non-71◦
wall segments, which can lead to further accumulation of the
charged electron and vacancy carriers at the defect. The twist
penetrates the bulk of the material, effectively creating a 1D
channel spanning between the top and bottom electrodes. The
observed conductivity is thus dynamic in the sense that transport
is enabled by the reversible polarization redistribution, with a
corresponding critical voltage of ∼1V as compared with ∼3V
at the wall. The back-switching of the polarization, as shown in
Fig. 3f, is consistent with the redistribution of vacancies associated
with the formation of a conductive channel, as (slowly relaxing)
charged vacancies remaining in the off-field state result in localized
polarization switching.

These studies demonstrate the controlled creation of 1D
topological defects in ferroic materials and reveal the enhanced
electronic transport along the vortex/antivortex cores. Notably,
the conductance at the vortex cores is deterministic and is
governed by the intrinsic material response, whereas domain
wall conductivity36,37 is intrinsically linked to defect pinning and
is sensitive to long-range elastic and electrostatic depolarization
fields and, hence, difficult to control or predict. Vortex cores
thus open a pathway for unusual states of matter which are
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stabilized at the defect cores owing to increased symmetry.
We note that heterostructures of ferroelectric-ferroelastic
components38 potentially allow extending these studies towards
other materials, including for example, VO2, manganites, and
so on, in which metal–insulator and ferroelastic transitions are
intrinsically linked.

We further note that current progress in large-scale fabrica-
tion of high-quality epitaxial films as well as advances in mul-
tiprobe SPM39 following the original Millipede concept (http://
www.zurich.ibm.com/news/05/millipede.html) suggest large-scale
fabrication of topologically-ordered structures in ferroelectrics
is feasible. These advances can further revitalize the areas of
ferroelectric random access memories and data storage, as well
other SPM-based approaches to oxide electronics40. Combina-
tions of materials control and soft ferroic and electrochemical
writing offer the potential for novel classes of electronic mem-
ory and logic devices.

Methods
Materials. The experiments were performed on 50 nm (001)-oriented BiFeO3

(BFO) thin films with SrRuO3 (SRO) bottom electrodes epitaxially grown on
low miscut (<0.01◦) (001) SrTiO3 (STO) single crystal substrates by pulsed
laser deposition (670 ◦C at 100mtorr of O2; ref. 41). Growth was assisted by
high-pressure reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) analysis which
indicated a layer-by-layer growth mode followed by a step flow growth mode
without island formation. The heterostructures were slowly cooled to room
temperature in 1 atm of oxygen at a rate of∼5 ◦Cmin−1. PFM imaging and domain
switching was performed on a commercial SPM system (Veeco Dimension). For
imaging, an a.c. voltage of 2 Vpp at 30 kHz and a maximum switching voltage of
±9V was applied to the SPM tip during the measurement. The AFM cantilever
was always oriented along the 〈110〉 directions to maximize the in-plane PFM
contrast42. The domain structure of the as-deposited films was formed by four
different domain variants, all along the [111] direction with the same out-of-plane
direction pointing downwards.

Phase-field modelling. We used a phase-field model to model the evolution of
the spatial polarization as a function of time, as described by the time-dependent
Ginzburg–Landau equation

∂Pi (x,t )
∂t

=−L
δF

δPi (x,t )
(1)

where P is the polarization, F is the sum of the Landau, elastic, electrostatic,
and gradient energies, and L is a kinetic parameter related to domain wall
mobility. We set the initial domain structure as rectangular domains in the
vortex/antivortex pattern with some thermal noise, and then allowed the system
to relax until metastable.

We employed short-circuit boundary conditions for both film surfaces. When
an electric bias was applied, the distribution of the electric potential on the top
surface was approximated by a Lorentz distribution,

φL(x,y)=φ0

(
γ 2

r2+γ 2

)
(2)

where r is the lateral distance from the SPM tip and γ is the half-width at
half-maximum. We used a system size of 1281x×1281x×321x , where the
thickness of the substrate and film were both 141x , and the substrate was
allowed to elastically deform down to the bottom boundary, where it was held
fixed. The data for Table 1 were taken around the defects (vortex, antivortex)
and shown for the maximal value and the value averaged over the thickness.
For the domain and domain wall, the values were taken away from the cores
and film interfaces, at the middle of the [001]-axis of the film. We employed
an isotropic gradient energy coefficient of g11 = 0.6 and an isotropic dielectric
constant of εii = 50. The Landau, elastic, and electrostrictive coefficients used are
described in the literature43.

DFT calculations. We performed DFT calculations using the projector-augmented
wave (PAW) formalism implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP; ref. 44). We applied the local spin-density approximation (LSDA) with the
+U Hubbard correlation method (here, U = 3.8 eV; ref. 45) to better treat the 3d
electrons of Fe. A ten-atom supercell with a G-type antiferromagnetic order was
constructed to model the bulk structures discussed in the text. The plane-wave
energy cutoff was set to be 500 eV. We employed a 6×6×6 k-point sampling
to achieve electronic convergence and the DOS was obtained by a further static
calculation with a very high density of energy data points.
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